Elson Junior School Model for Remote Learning
This model shows what you can expect during a period of remote learning.
How will my child
access it?

What resources
will be used?

Remote learning will be delivered online via our school website and pupil page. This does not mean that
your child will be using technology for the entire time, it is a means of you accessing the content. If
you have indicated on the survey form that you do not have any access to technology, someone from
the school will be in touch with alternative provision.
You will not need to print activities and all work should be completed in your child’s regular Homework
Book. This means we will be able to share it once they return to school.
We intend to move to Google Classrooms over the next half term and will keep you updated as to how
and when your child’s class can access it.
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If a bubble is asked to isolate, for the first two days there will be work available for your child
to complete on Education City and Times Table Rock Stars.
After the initial two days, work will be posted on the pupil page of the school website. This will
be an adaptation of the learning journey the children would be doing if they were in school.
When the children return to school they will continue with the learning journey.
It will be important for any remote learning tasks to be completed to ensure a full and
complete learning experience.
A suggested daily timetable will be posted to the website to help structure your child’s day.
Maths, English and topic projects will be included in the remote learning.
A teacher model or input, a photograph or worked example will be included. When appropriate,
‘teacher tips’ will be included too.
Answers will be available where appropriate.

What platform
will be used?




Home learning will continue to be posted on the pupil page on the school website.
We are currently trialling Google classrooms and how best to use this. We will keep you
updated with how this will be used to support your child’s remote learning.

How will school
communicate with
me?
How can I get in
touch with the
teachers?







Parent mail will be used to send out letters and information.
Facebook and Instagram will also share information.
Letters and communication will also be posted on the website.
Year group emails can also be used to communicate with the teaching team.
If your child is struggling with work and they need help or if they just want to say hello to
their teacher, please get in touch.

How is learning
assessed?
How is feedback
given?



Remote feedback and marking will be in line with our school Feedback and Marking policy. This
is available on the website.
Children will be invited to send work in via email currently, moving to Google Classrooms. This
will be a pre – selected assessment task set by the teacher for maths and English each week.
The work will then be acknowledged by the teacher either though an email, certificate or
personal comment.
Children are invited to bring all completed work into school once the isolation period is over.
Recognition can then be given.
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